ask their own questions, in some cases inadvertently revealing important preconceived assumptions.
One experiment involved a joint hot seat between two artists with African origins. The dream was that they would move beyond the active conflict between their respective nations toward an ability to hear each other, despite the fraught sociopolitical forces at hand.
We understand now that this particular hot seat experiment was bound to fail.
Lisa:
The dream was too vague, too large, too imprecise. What were we really looking for? I felt unsure about how to engage with a direct survivor of violence, someone speaking of harm experienced à même son corps. I wasn't clear which of the ills we were addressing − his country's or his family's − and how much of it could be heaped on me as an individual, and on Rwanda's government, which, in the conversation, I found myself identified with and in some ways identifying with.
Rachael:
The hot seat was especially hot that evening. Palpably, audience-witnesses to the in-studio experiment, other ensemble members, research assistants, invited guests, all of us were on edge.
Lisa: There are many powerful influences at play in the tragedies of the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the silence around it. The resource-rich country has been exploited since it was first colonized by the Belgian King Leopold II, in the nineteenth century.
Experimentation in studio during Phase One invited all ensemble and team members, including research assistants, to propose performance ideas that would engage the foundational inquiry and surface additional questions as the work evolved. Our work together ranged from playful physicalization of each others' gestures and vocal tics − for example, experimenting with the effects of, and affective responses to, repetition and exaggeration − to low-key delivery of verbatim texts culled from tense encounters with other ensemble members. This latter mode, which we call 'doing justice,' does not require a performance as the other person, but rather asks an artist to speak as themselves, in order to imagine, construct, and internalize to the greatest extent possible another/Othered perspective.
In many instances our in-studio experiments were successful, and a loving ensemble of theatre artists has emerged from tentative, sometimes explosive early encounters during studio explorations. Across the life of the project we have seen significant changes in perspective, and profound questioning of previously held values.
Lisa: Because we have been researching encounter and relationship, we must report that some relationships within the ensemble became frayed during Phase One experimentation. It's nothing irreparable; everybody would jump at an opportunity to do something creative together again.
To erase the failures would be to erase how they deepened our inquiries and are helping us to advance the work moving forward. As Lisa Le Feuvre writes, "Failure, by definition, takes us beyond assumptions and what we think we know" (12). R/E asks "What are the differences that really matter?" and "What are we not talking about?" One potent exercise we developed during Phase One is the "hot seat." An individual sits on a chair facing witnesses. Taking on a harsh persona, I ask probing, sharp questions to draw out awkward stories and admissions. This might include unrecognized issues of white privilege and racialized Others, for example. Witnesses then Exploring the limits of stereotypical gender roles in a Bollywoodinspired studio exercise.
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Terms of Engagement | FEATURES exploitation of the DRC's natural resources and the killings of millions of people during the two decades following Rwanda's 1994 genocide of the Tutsi.
The exploitation of the Congo is real, as are the millions who have died and those who are still not safe to this day. Blaming Rwanda alone, however, is historically inaccurate and is a dangerous position that perpetuates the instability of the region.
To me, the question was whether individuals could encounter each other across differences. What were the differences in our case? He alleged that Rwanda's army is raiding his country's resources and provoking violence in the DRC today. And when I asked for clarification, he was disgusted: as a victim it is not his role to educate me, a perpetrator. I should get informed. I should know.
But what if I think I do know? What if the narrative I know is different than the one presented to me? What if I need details that only he can give? Is it petty to want to know whether I really am an inadvertent perpetrator?
And what if I don't want to make this about me? His people are being harmed, of that there is no doubt. I do not wish to argue details with someone who is suffering, but cannot ask him what he expects of me, as this hot seat exercise was not his idea in the first place.
In the mid-1990s, roughly a fifth of the DRC was taken over and organized by Western humanitarian and political powers to help absorb more than two million refugees and perpetrators who fled violence in Burundi and Rwanda. Armed genocidaires were allowed to organize in camps, creating havoc for decades. Bitterness arose in Rwanda when international humanitarian aid was heaped onto the displaced perpetrators in the DRC camps, while Rwanda itself was devastated and survivors were reeling. Rwanda did organize refugee repatriation programs, and secured the borders, but so much more has happened in the past twenty-five years.
Rachael: Naively, my intention when introducing this particular experiment had been to de-centre whiteness, to destabilize the notion that "intercultural" necessarily means white people vs. everyone else. But destabilize it for whom?
Lisa: My colleague and I were invited to speak to our understanding of the past. We found that we held a common understanding about the way nineteenth-and twentieth-century colonial history had played out in the Great Lakes region of Africa. We learned that a "violent response" from an individual who is not seeking to know might arise, not from a lack of willingness or openness, but in reaction to the violence of the experience itself.
Perhaps I should have placed more emphasis on the importance of first listening without judgment. Perhaps our "doing justice" mode would have offered a more productive approach than the hot seat. Or perhaps Lisa's colleague simply was not yet in a position to listen to and really hear another perspective.
Lisa: I was wanting at the time to find a more generative place. The adversarial dynamic did not feel as though it held much potential for going forward. But I also know how stories of violence can demand that we "stay with" before even trying to move to new place together. Does it really matter whether I am a perpetrator? Or, in the context of an R/E encounter, is it more important to step into that role, to hold still and bear the brunt of whatever comes at me, to hear whatever the other needs to say? Is the point just to feel one's way through it and see where it goes, if it gives the other room to move or shift? Is it to remain aware of what it takes to do so? Or is it even reasonable to place someone in that sort of position in the first place?
Rachael: This passage from Judith Butler was one of the original inspirations for R/E research: Terms of Engagement | FEATURES now know (and must remember) that when relations become frayed it is time to do a praise circle. We know also that when complacency sets in, when relationships become too comfortable, we can employ performance methods to peel back defensive layers and engage with issues we have been avoiding. By identifying and "playing with" the difficult spaces that divide us, we have activated knowledge generation processes that can be powerful tools to help move toward meaningful, lasting social change. 
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Rachael:
The hope at the heart of R/E project is that we can move from entrenched positions to see more clearly how social forces exerted on individual experience shape values and beliefs. About the joint hot seat I now ask, "What about this failed experiment does matter?" For anyone to say, "I understand" runs counter to our philosophy. A fundamental feature of the work is that participants have agreed to remain in dialogue, whatever happens. It is this commitment that keeps us in relationship, in community, working through thorny issues. Following the joint hot seat experience we've described, this specific Africa conversation is on hold for now. Rachael: Baz Kershaw has written, "What are methods for, but to ruin our experiments?" (115) The basis of R/E's Phase One experimental methodology in studio was to invite and elaborate performance proposals aimed at generating an emerging set of useful questions and methodologies. Our team is now refining and adapting productive outcomes for dissemination in the form of workshops, and is creating a resource guide that will provide a menu of exercises, games, and performance proposals. This guide will discuss risks, and clarify our thinking about under which circumstances a hot seat might be appropriate. We will stress the importance of clearly defining terms of engagement. And we will continue to share our story as it evolves, warts and all. Our work together has shown that a willingness to allow someone else to narrate one's life within a safe space-with permission to muck about with those stories, rather than be overly concerned with authenticity-can offer profound insights. We
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